2021 FRIENDS OF BRAINHEALTH

FRIENDS OF BRAINHEALTH OFFERS SEVEN MEMBERSHIP LEVELS:

VISIONARY FRIEND – $25,000
- Two tickets to the Scientist Selection Luncheon in Fall 2021
- Virtual attendance to all four lectures in "The Brain: An Owner’s Guide" February 2021 series
- One commemorative brick in front of Brain Performance Institute, engraved with text of your choosing
- Two dinner tickets for the Center for BrainHealth’s Legacy Award Program (dinner delivery) Sunday, February 14, 2021
- Naming opportunity for a 2021 Friends of BrainHealth Distinguished New Scientist

DISTINGUISHED FRIEND – $10,000
- Two tickets to the Scientist Selection Luncheon in Fall 2021
- Virtual attendance to all four lectures in "The Brain: An Owner’s Guide" February 2021 series
- One commemorative brick in front of Brain Performance Institute, engraved with text of your choosing
- Two dinner tickets for the Center for BrainHealth’s Legacy Award Program (dinner delivery) Sunday, February 14, 2021

ESTEEMED FRIEND – $5,000
- Two tickets to the Scientist Selection Luncheon in Fall 2021
- Virtual attendance to all four lectures in "The Brain: An Owner’s Guide" February 2021 series
- One commemorative brick in front of Brain Performance Institute, engraved with text of your choosing

SPECIAL FRIEND – $2,500
- Two tickets to the Scientist Selection Luncheon in Fall 2021
- Virtual attendance to all four lectures in “The Brain: An Owner’s Guide” February 2021 series

FRIEND – $1,000
- Two tickets to the Scientist Selection Luncheon in Fall 2021
- Virtual attendance to one lecture in “The Brain: An Owner’s Guide” February 2021 series

COMPANION – $500
- Two tickets to the Scientist Selection Luncheon in Fall 2021
- One copy of The Stress Test: How Pressure Can Make You Stronger and Sharper by Dr. Ian Robertson

ASSOCIATE – $250
- Two tickets to the Scientist Selection Luncheon in Fall 2021

MONTHLY PAYMENT OPTIONS
Memberships can be paid in installments at all levels.

$2,084 | VISIONARY FRIEND
$834  | DISTINGUISHED FRIEND
$417  | ESTEEMED FRIEND
$209  | SPECIAL FRIEND
$84   | FRIEND
$42   | COMPANION
$21   | ASSOCIATE

TO JOIN FRIENDS OF BRAINHEALTH:
Gail Cepak
972.883.3408 | www.centerforbrainhealth.org/friends